Effect of harmless acute pancreatitis score, red cell distribution width and neutrophil/lymphocyte ratio on the mortality of patients with nontraumatic acute pancreatitis at the emergency department
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BACKGROUND: Harmless acute pancreatitis score (HAPS), neutrophile/lymphocyte ratio and red blood cell distribution width (RDW) are used to determine the early prognosis of patients diagnosed with nontraumatic acute pancreatitis in the emergency department (ED).

METHODS: Patients diagnosed with acute pancreatitis (K 85.9) in the ED according to the ICD10 coding during one year were included in the study. Patients with chronic pancreatitis and those who had missing data in their files were excluded from the study. Patients who did not have computed tomography (CT) in the ED were not included in the study.

RESULTS: Ultimately, 322 patients were included in the study. The median age of the patients was 53.1 (IQR=36–64). Of the patients, 68.1% (n=226) had etiological causes of the biliary tract. The mortality rate of these patients within the first 48 hours was 4.3% (n=14). In the logistic regression analysis performed by using Balthazar classification, HAPS score, RDW, neutrophile/lymphocyte ratio, age, diabetes mellitus and systolic blood pressure, the only independent variable in determining mortality was assigned as Balthazar classification (OR: 15; 95% CI: 3.5 to 64.4).

CONCLUSIONS: HAPS, neutrophile/lymphocyte ratio and RDW were not effective in determining the mortality of nontraumatic acute pancreatitis cases within the first 48 hours. The only independent variable for determining the mortality was Balthazar classification.
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INTRODUCTION

Acute pancreatitis (AP) is characterized by the destruction and inflammation of pancreas tissue through the activation of pancreatic acinar cells as a result of being triggered by various factors and it can cause significant morbidity and mortality. The patients who come to the emergency service with a complaint of acute stomach ache and who are diagnosed with acute pancreatitis through clinical, laboratorial and radiological screening methods should be assessed quickly. Forming risk defining systems and determining the severity of the disease are of great importance in prognosis and how successful the treatment is. In the literature, it has been stated that indicators such as the Ranson criteria and computed tomography (CT) can be used to determine the severity of AP.\(^1\)\(^2\)

The uncertainty of biochemical parameters and scoring systems that can be used alone within the first 48-hour prognosis of patients hospitalized for abdominal ache and diagnosed with acute pancreatitis is the leading clinical problem.

Within 30 minutes of admission, harmless acute pancreatitis score (HAPS) can be calculated in the patients and three parameters were taken into consideration: normal hematocrit, normal serum creatinine, and lack of rebound tenderness or guarding. Although it was not clearly described in the report, the patients were supposedly expected to have a harmless course in the absence of the three parameters.\(^3\)

Red cell distribution width (RDW) is a calculable measure of variability in the volume of circulating erythrocyte, and higher values signify greater heterogeneity in cell sizes (ie, anisocytosis). As a part of complete blood count test, it is used in the assessment of patient's disorder, and it is an easy, inexpensive, and routinely reported parameter. RDW is a significant prognostic marker for determining the risk of mortality in a range of clinical manifestations.\(^4\)

The neutrophil–lymphocyte ratio (NLR) which is calculated from the white cell differential count gives a rapid manifestation of the extent of an inflammatory process. Suppiah et al\(^5\) reported that in patients with AP, elevated NLR can effectively differentiate patients with mild and severe AP.

The present study examined the effect of HAPS, NLR and RDW on mortality, which are used to determine the early prognosis (the first 48 hours) of patients with nontraumatic AP.

METHODS

The study was conducted in an adult emergency service of a university where 324 000 patients are admitted annually. It was approved by the Ethical Board of Bezmialem Foundation University, and the patients who came to the emergency service and diagnosed with acute pancreatitis were scanned retrospectively. The patients who were diagnosed with acute pancreatitis (K 85.9) according to the ICD10 coding system between January 2013 and December 2013 were included in the study. The data were taken from the patient files in the hospital's computer system and from radiology reports.

The criteria for inclusion were as follows: \(>16\) years of age; admission to the emergency service within 24-hour complaining; patients undergoing CT at the emergency service; and patients with no history of trauma.

Characteristic signs and symptoms (upper abdominal pain with or without guarding and/or rebound tenderness, increased serum enzyme levels, and abnormal findings on contrast-enhanced CT) were used for the diagnosis of AP.

Patients with chronic pancreatitis and those who had missing data in their files were excluded from the study. In addition, patients who were not subjected to CT for the diagnosis at the ED were not enrolled in the study.

The CT results of the patients who were included in the study were reassessed by an experienced radiology expert according to the Balthazar criteria. The grades for the appearance on CT were as follows: normal CT (grade A, 0 points), focal or diffuse pancreatic enlargement (grade B, 1 point), peripancreatic inflammation or gland abnormalities (grade C, 2 points), single fluid collection (grade D, 3 points), and two or more fluid collections or adjacent gas bubbles (grade E, 4 points).\(^6\)

The HAPSs of the patients within 30 minutes of admission to the ED were calculated according to the findings of peritonitis (defence/rebound) in physical treatment and the laboratory values (hematocrit, creatine) at the time of admission.

Statistical analysis

SPSS 17.0 and MedCalc softwares were used for data analysis. Numeric variables were presented as median and interquartile range, and categorical rates. The Mann-Whitney \(U\) test and the Chi-square test were used for the comparison of the two groups. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used for the analysis of normality. For determination of independent variables in predicting
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mortality, logistic regression analysis was performed. The hypothesis was constructed as two tailed, and 0.05 alpha critical value was accepted as significant.

RESULTS

Totally 371 patients were diagnosed as having acute pancreatitis (K 85.9) according to the ICD10 coding system at the ED during the period of the study (January 2013-December 2013). Eleven patients with chronic pancreatitis, 19 patients with lack of information in their files, 4 patients with a history of trauma, and 5 patients who were not subjected to CT scan in the emergency service were excluded from the study. As a result, 332 patients who met the study criteria were included in the study group.

The median age of the patients was 53.1 (IQR=36–64) years, and 63.8% (n=212) of the patients were female. The most common complaint of the patients presenting to the ED was epigastric pain (70.7%). In physical examination, defence was detected with a rate of 28.9% whereas rebound was detected with a rate of 9.9%. Other baseline characteristics and clinical features of the patients are shown in Table 1.

Approximately 68.1% (n=226) of the patients had etiological causes of the biliary tract. Average hospitalization time of the patients was 4.9±0.2 days (minimum: 1; maximum: 32). The mortality rate of the patients within the first 48 hours of admission was 4.3% (n=14). Of the 14 patients, 6 died from hypovolemia and shock, 2 from multi-organ failure, 3 from disseminated intravascular coagulation, and 2 from sepsis. The median age in the death group was significantly higher than that in another group (60.7 and 50.6, respectively; \(P=0.001\)). No gender difference was found between the two groups (\(P=0.081\)). By CT findings of the death group, 11 patients were classified into grade E and 3 into grade D. The vital findings and various laboratory values of patients with and without mortality are shown in Table 2.

NLR was significantly higher in patients who died within the first 24 hours (\(P=0.041\)). HAPS and RDW did not have a significant effect on mortality (\(P=0.094\) and \(P=0.201\), respectively) (Table 2). In the logistic regression analysis conducted using Balthazar classification, HAPS score, RDW, NLR, age, diabetes mellitus and systolic blood pressure, Balthazar classification was the only independent variable in determining mortality (OR: 15; 95% CI: 3.5 to 64.4).

DISCUSSION

The present study determined the effect of HAPS, NLR and RDW on the mortality of patients with nontraumatic AP within the first 48 hours, and revealed NLR as a significant factor in univariate analysis but not in multivariate analysis. However, Balthazar classification was found to be the only independent variable in determining mortality.
Generally, severe AP is defined as a local complication such as necrosis, abscess, pseudocyst or the presence of organ failure. Assessing the severity of AP is important for disposition since severe cases are associated with higher mortality and morbidity. The severity of AP is determined by using the Ranson criteria. Since the Ranson criteria are applied after 48 hours, they are less useful for ED assessment. In our study, we looked for an indicator that could affect mortality within the first 48 hours. However, we could not find any other parameters other than Balthazar classification that affected the mortality.

In determining the severity of AP, HAPS score appears to be a new and promising stratification system; however, the effect of hospital-based interventions on the clinical course of patients should be reported. In this situation, patients who are thought to have a harmless disease based on the HAPS criteria should not be discharged home from the ED. HAPS has recently been described as an ideal predictor for AP in Indian patients by Talukdar et al. However, large-scale multicenter community-based studies are needed.

NLR demonstrates the balance of neutrophils and lymphocytes in the body and it is a sign of systemic inflammation. WBC as an indicator of infection and inflammation is part of the AP prognostic scoring systems such as APACHE II, Ranson, Imrie, and the Simplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS II). Neutrophils and lymphocytes are significant constituents of WBC. Azab et al found that NLR was elevated in patients with AP. Since NLR can simply be determined from the routine work-up of patients with AP, additional cost is not necessary. NLR is better than total WBC in predicting adverse outcomes of acute pancreatitis. Binnetoğlu et al reported that the prognostic value of NLR is controversial in patients with AP. Because antibiotics could affect leukocyte counts by reducing the inflammatory process, they found different results after early antibiotic treatment and the treatment started after the appearance of pancreatic necrosis.

RDW, a measure of the variability in circulating red blood cells, is part of the complete blood count panel. It is commonly used for the differential diagnosis of anemia. In any condition where reticulocytes are released into the circulation, RDW could be elevated. Senol et al reported that RDW on admission could be a predictor for mortality in patients with AP. They also found that elevated RDW on admission is an independent risk factor for mortality in patients with AP.

Modern hemocytometers provide RDW with the whole blood count, a parameter identifying the patients that triaged and managed more aggressively in a rapid and economical way while decreasing overcrowding in the ED.

Over the last thirty years, the study has focused on a wide variety of clinical parameters, single biochemical markers, scoring systems, and imaging procedures in predicting severe AP. Because of their low reliability or high complexity, most of the parameters have found no place in clinical routine. None of the earlier-mentioned parameters is accurate enough to predict severe AP, and the most useful imaging modality is contrast-enhanced CT. The results of the present study showed that contrast-enhanced CT imaging can be effective in determining the diagnosis and prognosis of AP.

Limitations

The study was designed retrospectively and 19 patients who had missing data in their hospital files were not included in the study. Varied treatments given in the 48 hours affected the mortality. Studies with a prospective design and larger sample sizes are needed.

In conclusion, this study determined the effects of HAPS, NLR and RDW values on the mortality of patients with nontraumatic acute pancreatitis within the first 48 hours. The results showed that none of these factors was effective. The only independent variable for determining the mortality was Balthazar classification.
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